Building the future from the ground up

Founded by veteran telecommunications and satellite industry executives, Omnispace is a pioneering global communications provider headquartered in the Washington, D.C. area.

Delivering a unique, 5G-based ‘one global network’ specifically designed to meet the communications needs of 21st century users, Omnispace is reinventing connectivity around the world.

Learn more at omnispace.com

Redefining connectivity for the 21st century

Enabling innovators to bring to life a whole new world of possibilities through globally scalable, highly reliable connectivity solutions.
Omnispace is integrating the global footprint of an NGSO satellite constellation with the mobile wireless networks of the world’s leading telecom companies into a seamless “one global network” — without borders, without boundaries and without compare.

Omnispace will deliver reliable, scalable, affordable connectivity solutions for all mobile IoT needs.

Elevating MSS to a whole other level
Omnispace will bring the mobile experience to satellite users on a global scale.

Powering next-gen mobile broadband
Omnispace will help accelerate and expand the reach of 5G mobile broadband around the world.

Creating new frontiers in global communications

Global connectivity – reimagined
Omnispace is enabling game-changing mobile connectivity solutions through an unprecedented platform that delivers the first global 5G network optimized for the needs of the 21st century.

The Omnispace network:

Brings together mobile and satellite in a uniquely integrated solution to deliver unrivaled mobile connectivity

Provides seamless connectivity via a single global network, without roaming charges and rate complexities

Combines best-in-class technology and infrastructure to ensure critical applications operate without interruption

Turning barriers into opportunities
Omnispace is integrating the global footprint of an NGSO satellite constellation with the mobile wireless networks of the world’s leading telecom companies into a seamless “one global network” — without borders, without boundaries and without compare.

Creating new frontiers in global communications

Enabling IoT on a massive new scale
Omnispace will deliver reliable, scalable, affordable connectivity solutions for all mobile IoT needs.

Elevating MSS to a whole other level
Omnispace will bring the mobile experience to satellite users on a global scale.

Powering next-gen mobile broadband
Omnispace will help accelerate and expand the reach of 5G mobile broadband around the world.

Global connectivity – reimagined
Omnispace is enabling game-changing mobile connectivity solutions through an unprecedented platform that delivers the first global 5G network optimized for the needs of the 21st century.

The Omnispace network:

- Brings together mobile and satellite in a uniquely integrated solution to deliver unrivaled mobile connectivity
- Provides seamless connectivity via a single global network, without roaming charges and rate complexities
- Combines best-in-class technology and infrastructure to ensure critical applications operate without interruption

Turning barriers into opportunities
Redefining connectivity for the 21st century

Enabling innovators to bring to life a whole new world of possibilities through globally scalable, highly reliable connectivity solutions.

Learn more at omnispace.com